Analysis of direct repeats and spacers of CRISPR/Cas systems type I-F in Brazilian clinical strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
CRISPR/Cas is an adaptive immune system found in prokaryotes, with the main function of protecting these cells from invasion and possible death by mobile genetic elements. Pseudomonas aeruginosa is considered a model for type I-F CRISPR/Cas system studies. However, its CRISPR loci characteristics have not yet been thoroughly described, and its function has not yet been fully unraveled. The aims of this study were to find the frequency of the system in Brazilian clinical isolates; to identify the loci sequence, its spacer diversity and its origins; as well as to propose a unified spacer library to aid in future structural studies of the CRISPR loci of P. aeruginosa. We investigated types I-F and I-E gene markers to establish CRISPR/Cas typing, and observed two strains harboring both systems simultaneously, a very rare feature. Through amplification and sequencing of CRISPR loci related to type I-F system, we describe polymorphisms in DRs and 350 spacers, of which 97 are new. The spacers that were identified had their possible organisms or proteins of origin identified. Spacer arrays were grouped in five different CRISPR patterns and the plasticity was inferred by rearrangements in spacer arrays. Here, we perform the first detailed and focused description of CRISPR/Cas elements in Brazilian clinical strains of P. aeruginosa. Our findings reflect active and highly diverse CRISPR loci, and we suggest that CRISPR/Cas may also pose as a transcriptional regulatory mechanism. The structural and diversity features described here can provide insights into the function of CRISPR/Cas in this pathogen and help guide the development of new therapeutic strategies.